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Abstract 

A 七wo-times sorting sequence is construc旬d by ca1culating ぬenex七 numberwith doubling 
the current number and sorting its digits inむo non-decreasing order. We propose むhe approｭ
priate representation of a number with 七he arbitrary length of digits and the algorithms to 
ca1culate the sequence. Using this representation, we investigate two importa凶 properties of 
出e sequence, i.e., cyclic and inductive. By the examination of ぬe computer program, it is 
proved that every two-times sorting sequence falls onto a periodic cycle wi出 the cyclic length 
1,2,3,4,5,6, or 12. 
Keyword: in七eger sequence, two-times sorting sequence, cyclic sequence, inductive sequence 

1 Introduction 

The characteristics of various mathematical sequences have been studied. For instance, the 3x+ 1-
problem is one of the famous sequences. In this paper, we study what we call the two・ times sorting 
sequence. This sequence is proposed by Bottoml巴y in the Web page (“AT8: Add Then 8ort" in 
sequence A057615 [4]) 加d by Kotani in GPCC2000 [3], independently. 

Definition 1 A two-times sorting sequence is constructed by the following procedure. 

1. 8tart from 阻y natural number. 

2. Double the number. 

3. 80rt the digits of the number in the decimal format with non-decreasing order. (The digit 
zeros are removed.) The obtained number is the next number of 仕le sequence. 

4. Go to 2. 

If the digits of a number in the decimal forma七 are sorted with non-decreasing order, the number 
is called a sorted number. Otherwise，むhe number is called a non-sorted number. Let n be a natural 
number and m be the sorted number after sorting the digits of n. Then we write so付加) :=m. 
In a two-times sorting sequence {αn} ， αi = sort(2 xα←1) for all i と1.
The succession of distinct non-zero digits in a sorted number is called a type of the sorted 

number. A type of a sorted number m is denoted by type(m) , which is represented as one of the 
511 combinations of 1 to 9 ，七hat is, 1, 2, .ー， 9, 12, ..., 89, 123, . . ., 789, . .., 123456789. 。

Example 1 In a two-times sorting sequence {ciη} ， let ai = 11115568889. Then, type(向) = 15689. 
The next number ai+1 is calculated as follows. 

2xαi = 22231137778，向+1 = so付(2 x 向) = 11222337778, type(αi+1) = 12378. <l 

As a basis, a cyclic sequence is defined. 

Definition 2 The number sequence {an} is sぬd to fall onto a periodic cycle or simply called 

cyclic if the equations 
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ai = α包+e αi+2l

αi+1 αi+ e+1 = αz十U+l = 

αi+l-l ai+U-1 = αi+3l-1 = 
hold for some i and f. The smallest f is called the cyclic length of {απ} ， while the smallest i is 
called the length before cyclic. 0 

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 1 Every two-times sorting sequence falls on七o a periodic cycle and its cyclic length is 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 12. 

In our preliminary study, the convergent two-times sorting sequence, of which cyclic length is 1, 
W出 determined without using a computer [1 , 2]. In addition, we made a computer program to 
calculate the two-times sorting sequences up to a certain limit, i.e. , 100,000,000 [2]. We confirmed 
that all sequences up to the above limit resulted in cycles and their cyclic lengths were 1, 2,3,4,5,6 
or 12. However, since the natural number has no upper bound，七he approach with using such a 
program will never lead to the rigorous proof of the 出eorem.

Owing to 七he page restriction, some proofs and exampl巴s are omitもed in this paper. For details, 
see the full paper to be published later. 

2 Data Representation 

In this section, we introduce the data representation of a sorted number in order もo deal with a 
number with もhe arbitrary length of digits. Even if the. initial number αo of a sequence is not 
sor七ed ， all ぬe following numbers of the s巴quence are sorted numbers. Hereafter, we may assume 
that any initial number αo is a sorted number. 

2.1 Data representation of sorted numbers 

Definition 3 Any sorted number m is decomposed into each fixed pa付 Cm(d) and each stretch 
part Dm(d) for all d ε{1 ， 2 ，…， 9}. A fixed p紅t Cm (d) indicates a fixed number of figures of the 
digit d, while a stretch part Dm(d) indicates the arbitrary length of the digit d with the lower 
bound. 
Each streもch part is represented by a stretch variable Lt. The lower bound of a stretch part 

Dm(d) is denoted by LB(Dm(d)). Similarly, the lower bound of a stretch variable Lt in a sor七ed
number m is denoted by LBm(Ld. That is, Dm(d) = Lt さ LB(Dm(d)) = LBm(Lt). If the stretch 
part of the digit d does noも exist ， Dm(d) = O. 
fm(d) is q.efined as the number offigures ofthe digit d in m. Obviously, fm(d) = Dm(d) +Cm(d). 
o 

Exarp.ple 2 Let α0=1… 12336 be a sorted number of which the number of figures of 七he digit 1 is 
equal to or greater than 3. Then， αo is represented as Dao (1) = L1 主 LB(Dao (l)) = LBao(Ld = 
3, Cao(2) = 1, Cao(3) = 2, Cao(6) = 1 組d others are O. With using the vector notation ， αo is 
山o represented 出 (L1 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0). The number α1 = so付(2 x ao) = 2...2467 
is represented 剖 Da1 (2) = Ll' Ca1 (2) = 1, C，α1 (4) = Ca1 (6) = Ca1 (7) = 1 and others are O. Here, 
fa1 (2) = L1 + 1. By 七he vector notation, al = (0 L1 + 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0). Noωth叫
ん is an arbitrary natural number that is equal to or greater than 3 but has no upper bound. <J 

Thus, we c組 deal with any sorted number with the arbitrary length. The calculation of a 
sequence is performed with using the above data representation. 

Definition 4 The minimum value of fixed parts related to a stretch variable Lt in a sorted number 
m is defined 出 minCm(Lt ). That is, minCm(Lt) = min{Cm(d) I Dm(d) = Lt , d = 1,…, 9}. 
If the stretch part of a digit is a stretch variable，七he count of figures of the digit should be 

positive. That is, LBm(Lt) + minCm(Lt ) 三1. Moreover, the minimum value of minCak (Lt) 
(i 壬 k 壬 j) 仕omαi toαj in a sequence {αn} is defined 出 minC~: (Lt ). 。
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2.2 Properties of sorted numbers 

In this subsection, the basic properties of the representation of sorted numbers are given. Firs丸
we introduce a concept that represents a relation b抗ween a sorted number in the above formaむ
叩d every particular number in the possible set of the sor七ed number. 

Definition 5 Let m be a sorted number and {d1 , . ・.， dk} be the digits having 七he non-zero stretch 
p釘ts with the stre七ch variables {L1 ,…,Lu}. Suppose that Dm(dj) = Lt; for 1 壬 j 壬 k.
We consider two following infinite sets: 

S = {(L1 • Cl , ..., Lu • Cu) I Cl 三 LBm(Ld ， ..., Cu 三 LBm(Lu)} ， and 
M = {mp I fmp (吟)=勺，匂三 LBm(Lt;}+Cm(dj) for 1 壬 j 三 k ， and fmp(d) = Cm(d) for other d}. 
Each element in the set M is called 組 instance of m. M is called a set 01 possible instances of 
m. Each element in the set S is called 組 αssignment of 七he stretch variables in m. S is called a 
set 01 possible assignments of the stretch variables in m. Obviously, M 叩d S are bijective. 。

Example 3 Let m be a sorted number (2 0 0 Ll +3 0 0 L2・200) ， L1 と 1 L2 三 4. Then 11444477, 
11444444777 are instances of m, while 114447777, 11444447 are no七. A set of possible instances of 
m is {114444 77, 114444477，…， 114444777， 1144444777，…， 1144447777， 11444447777ぃ・}. The corｭ
responding set of possible assignments is {(L1 • 1,L2 • 4) , (L1 • 2,L2 • 4) ,…, (L1 • 1,L2 • 
5) , (L1 • 2,L2 • 5) ,…, (L 1 • 1,L2 • 6) , (L1 • 2,L2 • 6) ,…}. ~ 

Second, we introduce the concepts of generality and equivalence of a sor七ed number. 

Definition 6 A sor七ed number ml is more general 出血 a sorted number m2 (or m2 is more 
specポc than ml) if a set M2 of possible instances of m2 is a subset of a set M1 of possible 
instances of ml. In other words, ml covers a specific m2. 0 

Definition 7 Any two sorted numbers ml and m2 are said to be equivalent iff both sets of 
possible instances are the same. In addition, each digit of ml and m2 is said to be equivalent. 
The equivalence relation is denoted by ml 三 m2・く〉

Lernrna 1 Let ml and m2 be two sorted numbers such that 
for all d ε{1 ， 2，…， 9}: Cm1(d) = Cm2 (d) , Dm1(d) = Dm2 (d) , LB.(Dm1(d)) = LB(Dm2(d)). 

Then, ml 三 m2. ロ

3 AIgorithms for Enumerating the Sequence Trees 

We have made a program that enumerates the sequences for all 出e 511 types ofthe initial numbers, 
i.e., the combinations of 1 to 9. 

3.1 Calculation of the next number 

Lemma 2 Let the pair (d, d') ε P = {(5, 1), (1,2) , (6,3) , (2,4) , (7, 5) , (3,6) , (8,7) , (4,8) , (9, 9)} 
represent shifting of digits. Let m be 組 inst組ce of a sorted number. Then the next number m' 
in a sequence is calculated as: 

for all d' E {1 ,…, 9}: fm ,(d') = fm(d) +x(type(m) ,d'). 
Here x(tiJpe(m) ,d') represents a displacement for the digi七 d' in m'. ロ

Remark 1 The displacements c叩 be calculated by applying the following procedure for every 
type t. First, make a sorted number m that has two figures for each digit of the type t respectively. 
Then, make a new number m' only by shifting the digits of m according to (d, d') ε P. On the 
other hand, m" = sort(2 x m) is calculated by the normal addition and so凶ing. A displacement 
of ぬe digit d under 七he むype t is fmベd) -fm, (d). 
The results obtained by the above procedure show that every displacemen七 is -1, 0, or 1. 
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Considering Lemma 2, a sophisticated method for calcula七ing the next number is given with 
using the daむa representation described in Section 2. 

Definition 8 Procedure for calculating the nexも number in a sequence 
Let (d, d') εP 組dαi be a sorted number in a sequence. Then 向H is calculated as follows. 

1. For all d' ε{1，…， 9}: Dai+' (d') = Da; (d). 

2. For all d' ε{1，…， 9}: Ca;+1 (d') = Ca; (d) + x(type(向)， d'). 

3. Every stretch variable Lt should satisfy LBa;+, (Ltl + minCa;+ , (Lt ) 三1. Otherwise, the 
conditions are imposed on the lower bounds of the stretch variables in 向H ， or the stretch 
variables in 向 are fixed to the smaller value and the calculation is restarted from α2 ・

Suppose Ll' …,Lu are such stretch variables. That is, LBa; (Ltl + minC山 (Lt ) く 1 (1 壬
t 壬 u). Then the split subsets of possible 鎚signments are: 

(1) in c剖e every Lt comes もo satisfy 七hat LB町村 (Lt ) = 1 -minCαi+ 1 (Lt): 
a subset of possible assignments S1 is formed. 

(2) in c描e one or more (at most u) Lts in 向 are fixed and the lower bounds of the remaining 
variables (if 叩y) are increased: 

For eveη Lt' to be fixed , the possible values to be fixed r叩ge from LBa; (L川
七o -minCa山 (Lt，). For 七he remaining variable Lt" , LB向+1 (Lt,,) = 1-minCa;+, (Lt,,). 
Consequently, one or more subsets of possible assignments S2 ,…, Sn. are formed. 
The calculation is restarted from α十

The set of possible assignments S in 向 is partitioned into ns subsets. That is, Uた1 Sk = S 
(disjoint union). No色e that some Sk may be � because some Lt is actuallya linear formula 
of stretch variables 叩d is unable to have the required value. For each Sk , aiH that has the 
corresponding set of possible instances is formed. 

o 

Remark 2 As shown in Definition 8, all the stretch variables only cycle in the stretch parts, i.e., 
l • 2 • 4 • 8 • 7 • 5 • 1, 3 • 6 • 3, or 9 • 9. There is no creation of a stretch variable in 
the consecutive calculation of the next numbers. Therefore, mapping of 描signments to instances 
does not change. 

3.2 Cyclic sequences and inductive sequences 

We give 出e cyclic properties of a sequence of instances 加d a sequence of sets of instances. 

Lemma 3 Let {αn} be a twかもimes sorting sequence, and {九} be a sequence 七hat consists of each 
instance bn of a sorted number αn under a certain assignment. Suppose that bi = bi+l for some i 
and f. > O. Then，ん = bi+l = bi+2l = ・・・. ロ

Lemma 4 Let {αn} be a two-times sorting sequence. Suppose that ai 三向+l and mapping of 
assignments to instances does not change 仕omαi to aiH (i.e., there is no induction between 向
and ai+l). Then, ai 三 αi+l 三 αi+2l三・・・. ロ

There is the other relation than cyclic in the twかtimes sorting sequences. 

Definition 9 A two-times sorting sequence {an} is called inductive if もhere exist i 組d j with 
i < j such that 
(1) 向則的 are of 七he same type, 
(2) there exist (at mos色 2 事 ) decreasing digit(s) d~ec (and d~ec) with the same non-zero stretch 
P紅色s ， i.e., Ca;(d~ec) > Caj(d~ec) 組d Da; (d~ec) = Daj (d~ec) =: Lttec > 0, 
(3) もhere exist (杭 mosも 2 ・ ) inc何回ing d併前) d:rc (阻d d~nc) with 出e same stretch p制s， i.e., 
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Ca; (d'tC) < Caj (d'tC) and Da; (d¥."C) = Dαj (d~nc) ， 
(4) the other digits are the same, i.e., for all d E {1 ，…， 9}\ {dt引jec ， dTc ， dr}:
Caj (d) 叩dD向 (d) = Daj (d) , 
(5) The sequence p邸ses the induction check (See below). 
The inductive relation is denoted by ai 俗的・ An inductive length f!ind is defined as j -i. The 
numbers 企 (dtec ) := Caj (dtec) - C向 (dtec ) and 6.(誥C) := Caj (d~nc) -Ca; (誥C) are defined 剖 a
decreasing step and an increasing step, respectively. 。

Cai(d) = 

The induction check examines if 出e found relation is generally inductive or not. As for 出e

detailed algorithm, refer to the full paper. H the check succeeds ， αi and αj are really inductive. 
Since the calculation of the next number depends only on the type of a number (See Lemma 2 
and Remark 1), the similar sequence from α件1 七oαj is repeated as long 舗もhe types of numbers 
do not change. Then 七he inductions of decreasing digits 組d increasing digits hold. The numbers 
examined by the induction check are so general that they include all the numbers afterαj during 
the induction. The induction cycle is repeated until one of decreasing digits becomes one of the 
smallest values. No splits of the sequence occur except for the first cycle of the induction. H the 
check fails，組dα包 andαj are noも indeed inductive. 
We ca11 the number after the induction as the final induction number or fin , which is calculated 

by 出e procedure of built-in induction. As for the detailed algorithm, refer to 也e full paper. 
Actually，もhe calculation should be restarted 仕om the number one cycle before a final induction 
number in order to check a cycle related to the numbers in the last induction cycle. We call it 
the pre-final induction number or pre-fin. Note that the final induction number and the pre-final 
induction number respectively correspond to 向組dαj when the count of induction cycles is 1. 
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46.... .689 
3.. .. .3789 
56... .6778 
113. .. .3556 
112226.. .67 
223.. .34445 
446.. .6889 

α4 

α5 

a6 

a7 

αs 

α9 

α10 

Here we seeα4 組dα10 have the same type 4689. Comparing α10 with.a4 , the digit 6 is decreasｭ
ing with D向 (6) = Da日 (6) = Ll' ム(6) = -2. minC:!O(Ld = Ca叩 (6) = -4, minC:!O(L1) + 
LBa川Ld = -4+5 = 1 三1. The digits 4 and 8 are incre硝ing with .�.(4) = 1，ム(8) = 1. For all 
other digits, f向 (d) = fa1o(d). Therefore, the above sequence satisfies the conditions from (1) to (4) 
in Definition 9. Then the induction check is performed with using from a4 toα10 ・ The 匤duction 
check 凶arts 仕om a number bo = 4.. .46...68…89 = (0 0 0 L2 0 L1 0 L2 1). After 6 

蜘ps in a sequence, b6 should be (0 0 0 L2 + 1 0 L1 - 2 0 L2 + 1 1). From bo to 
九 no splits should occur under the condition obtained 仕om a lO, that is, L1 主 3t and L2 三 2.
The check succeeds. Then 七he sequence is induc七ive with a4 勾 α10 ・ The inductive length is 
6.τ・hat me組s that for every i = 6k + 4 fa;(6) = L1 - 2k -2 釦d fa;(4) = fai(8) = k + 1 
(0 ~ k 三 L(L1 - 3)/2J). The induction count is represen七ed 描 a formula Yl = (L1 - 3)/2 if L1 is 
odd, or Y2 = (L1 - 4)/2 ぜん is even. The minimum induction count is min(Yl) = min(Y2) = 1. 
Therefore, the final number on 出is induction would be either 
αrn = 4..必8…89 = (0 0 0 Ll 0 1 0 Ll 1) Ll = (L1 - 1)/2 三 2 if L1 is odd, or 
α~n =4..必68...89 = (0 0 0 Ll 0 2 0 Ll 1) Ll = (L1 - 2)/2 三 2 if L1 is even. 
In the enumeration described below, the pre-final induction numbers are used instead of 七he final 
induction numbers. These are 

αrre-fìn = (0 0 0 Ll 0 

af吋n = (0 0 0 Ll 0 

Ll = (L1 - 3)/2 三 l ぜ L1 is odd, or 
Ll = (L1 - 4)/2 三 1 ぜ L1 is even. 

Ll 

Ll 

。

。

3 

4 <1 

.These facts were confirmed by our early program. 
tNote that -�.(6) = 2 is added to LBbo (LJ) in order to check the next induction cycle after α10 ・
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3.3 Procedure for the enumeration 

In order 七o dea1 with the inductive relation, we have made a routine for the built-in induction. The 
routine first checks if the found induction is general. If the sequence is not indeed inductive, the 
routine is stopped and the enumerationis continued. Otherwise，もhe routine ca1culates one or more 
pre-final numbers, which are considered as the numbers after 七he induction. The enumeration is 
restarted 仕om 七hese numbers. 
The enumeration proceeds in a depth-first m組問r. The split occurs when there is more 七han

one possibility (1) whether some stretch variable is gre剖er th加 a certain value or is f�.xed to 
the smaller va1ue，如d (2) when the built-in induction gives more than one number. Thus, the 
enumeration has a tree s訂ucture of sequences. With the split of a sequence，出e conditions imposed 
on the sequence 紅e accumulated as the conjunc七ion. Generally, the conditions imposed later in 
a sequence are more strict or detailed 七han the earlier ones. Since our program does not check 
出e consistency of the accumulated conditions, the enumeration tree may include the unsatisfiable 
subtrees in places. 
The enumeration is terminated when a cyclic sequence is found. A cycle can be recognized as a 

terminal node in an enumeration tree. The prograrn detects a cycle by checking the equivalence of 
two sorted numbers in a sequence with going backward up to the restarted number of the previous 
induction or the initial number (See Lemma 4). 
In c舗e of the split whether some stretch variable is greater than a certain value or is fixed to 

the smaller va1ue, the condition is applied reもroactively with going backward in the sequence, up 
to the restarted number of the previous induction or the initial number. The enumeration tree 
branches retroactively at the restarted number of the previous induction or the initial number. 
On the other hand, in c槌e of the split when the built-in induction gives more than one number, 

もhe enumeration tree branches just at the restarted number of the induction. This is reasonable 
because there exist no cycles between the numbers before an induction and the numbers after the 
induction (which w回 confirmed by the outpuもs of the program; See Section 4). 
Figure 1 shows some typical types of the cycles. In the figure , 

the cyclic relation and the inductive relation 紅e denoted by 
an arc with an arrow and by an arc wi七h a star, respectively. 
The type A is the simplest case with no induction. The type B 
means 七hat a simple cycle is found after one induction 

3.4 An  example of the enumeration trees 

Example 5 Figure 2 shows 出e enumeration tree starting 

仕omα0-6…6 with lao (6) = L1 (L1 三 1) ， which is one 

Figure 1: lliustration of the typｭ
ical types of possible cycles. 

of the 511 c出es. The first split occurs at the first step. If L1 = 1, a1 is a particular 
number 12, which fa11s onto a cycle with the cyclic length 4 from a4 ・ Otherwise (L1 と
2) , a1 is a general number (1 1 L1 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ), which is followed by α2 = 
(0 1 0 1 0 L1 - 1 0 0 0) . 
Thus, the enumera七ion proceeds with the branches atα3 ， α6 ， and aS ・ Then ， the inductive relation 

between α4 and α10 is found. Th巴r巴 are 七wo possible pre-final induction numbers. 
If L1 is odd, the pre-fin is (0 0 0 L~ 0 3 0 L~ 1) L~ = (L1 - 3)/2, L~ 三1. The 

enumeration is continued 仕om this number asα11 ・ Here the difference between 11 組d 七he actual 
number of steps considering the steps of induction is calculated 槌 a formula and s七ored. Nex七，
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山/\L，=I

3, = (1 1 L ，・ 1 000000) 3. = 69, 138, ..., 11g = 69 
~ = (0 1010 L,-I 000) cyclic (length=4)." 

L ，ý\\ゲ
a、 =(0IL， -2100001) 246,249, 
3.=(0001 OL,-20 11) 3戸 489， 789， .川 310=489
3S = (00 L，・20 0 0 1 1 1) cyclic (length=6). " 

L，主 4./" ----__ L,=3 

い(0550山川町 48込9.!ぷ1j品889
37 = (2 0 L ，・3 0 2 1 0 0 0) cvclic lIe田町二6)， " 

山i/\\と=4
11g=(2 3000L,-4 1 00) 37= 113556，…・
匂=(02 L,-4 3 1 0000) 313 = 113556 
alO = (0 0 0 2 0 L,-4 0 2 1) cyclic (length=6)." 

inductive (length=6) 

I叫 is少/ヘミfL，…
p回-fin 1 P陪-fin 2 
=(000 L，・ 030L，' 1) =(000L,'040L,' 1) 
L,' = (L,-3)/2 L,' = (L,-4)12 

IfL, is odd, 
問?ー日n 同 00L，'030L，' 1)，山山2

h;(OlOWOOOLl+l l) 

~9=(0 1 0 L,'+4 0 00 L,' 1) 

inductive (Iength=6) 
p回-fin 1= (0 1 0 ~ 000 2 1) 
~=(3*L，・9)12.

aTP田・日n 日 10~00021)

a.3=(000 1 000~+4 1) 

a4!戸(00 0 1 00 0 ~+4 1) 
cyclic (length=6). " 
lengthbcfOlC = 6*L, -1 with 2 inductions 

IfL, is even, 
問rf-EnHooom4ou. 山L24川

知7仲2010 L,'+2 1 000) 

~6= (L,'+2 010 L,'+2 1 000) 
cyclic (length=6). " 
lengthbcforc = 3*L, -5 with 1 induction 

Figure 2: The enumeration tree starting from ao = 6…6. 

another induc七ive re1ation between α23 and α29 is found. The on1y possib1e pre-fin of the induction 

is (0 1 0 L2 0 0 0 2 1) L2 = (3L1 - 9)/2, L2 主 3. The enumeration is continued 

from this number asα30 ・ Final1y， the sequence fal1s onto a cycle where a43 = α49 after two times 
of induction. The 1ength before cyc1ic is represented 出 a 1inear formu1a 6L1 - 1. 
On もhe other hand，ぜん is even, the pre-fin is (0 0 0 L~ 0 4 0 L~ 1) L~ = (L1 -

4)/2, L~ と1. The enumeration is continued 仕om this number and the cyc1ic re1ation α20 = a26 is 
found. The 1ength before cyc1ic is 3L1 - 5. <司

3.5 Discussion on the degenerated c出es and particular cases 

We need to consider 出e cases in which some stretch variab1es satis今 a set of linear equ叫ions.

Definition 10 Let ml and m2 be sorted numbers. Suppose that Cm1 (d) = Cm2 (d) 組dDm1 (d) = 
Dm2(d) for all d E {1 ，…， 9}，組d al1 stretch variab1es in ml are independent and 台ee 位cept for 

the 10wer bounds. A sorted number m2 is said to be degenerated if for some d1,…, dk such th駟t 
Dm2 (ぬ) = Lti > 0, a set of linear equations E = { e(Lt1 ，. ・.， Ltk) = 0 } ho1ds. 
1n other words, ml covers a degenerated m2 , or m2 is a degenerated c出e ofml ・

Especial1y, if E = {Lt1 = Ctぃ… ， L九=Ct.} ho1ds, m2 is called a particular c出e of ml. 。

Lemrna 5 The degenera七ed or partic叫紅 C剖e of a sorted number m is 1ess general th加 m. 口

Our progr釘n only checks the simp1e c舗es such as Lt1 = Lt2 , eもc. By checking this type of 

degenera七ion ， the sequences of which cyc1ic 1ength is 1 have been found. That is sufficient for our 
purpose. 

4 Proof of Theorem 1 

The outputs of our program have shown 七hat al1 twかもimes sorting sequences resu1t in the cyc1es 
of which 1engths are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 12. That means there are no cyc1es of the type D or E in 
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Figure 1 in the enumeration. We can give an example sequence of which cyclic length f is 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, or 12, respectively. 

f=l: (Ll L1 0 L1 L1 0 L1 L1 L2 ) L 1 ， L2 三 1 ，
f = 2: (2 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 L1 ) L1 と 1 ，
f = 3: (1 2 0 1 1 0 2 1 L1 ) L1 さ 1 ，
f = 4: (1 0 L1 0 0 0 0 1 0) L1 主 1 ，
f = 5: 9 I-t 18 I-t 36 I-t 27 I-t 45 I-t 9 (virtually only one cycle with no general ones) , 
f = 6: (0 0 3 1 0 0 0 L1 1) L 1 主 1 ，
f = 12: (1 0 0 0 0 L1 1 0 0) L1 と 1.

Since our program deals with the general c出es ， many particular insもances are included in such 
general numbers. The fact that all the general sor七ed numbers fall onto cycles shows that all 七he

sor七巴d numbers including all particular instances fall onto the same cycles. In addition, though 
the enumeration trees may have the non-exisωnt subtrees, we have found at least one example of 
which cyclic length is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 12, respectively. 

However, there is st出 the possibility of existence of the particular cycles other than we have 
found. Here, we discuss the possible cycles that 七he degenerated cases or the particular cases may 
fall onto・ We see tha色 the set of possible cycles of general c師団 is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12}. Since 
七he outputs cover all general c回es that include any degenerated or p鉱山ular case, the particular 
shorter cycles have to be within the found cycles. Therefore, if there exist some particular cycles, 
the cyclic lengths of those cycles have to be the divisors of 七hose of the general cycles. Since 七he

set of divisors of each element in the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12} is also {1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12}, tl町e are 
no other cyclic lengths than もhat.

5 Conclusion 

The program outputs the length before cYclic 幽 a constant if no inductions occur before reaching 
a terminal, or 回 a formula of some s七retch variables if one or more induc七ions occur. We see thaも
all formulae are linear on one or more stretch variables. The maximum number of variables in a 
formula is 5. Therefore, the length before cyclic is unbounded. 

Heretofore, we only consider the sorted numbers. We can easily prove 七hat any instance of 姐y

sorted number in the enumeration trees can be 七he second number of a sequence with starting from 
a certain natural number. For instance, if we want to form any instance of any sorted number m 
as the second number in a sequen同 we can choose a natural number η= (m x 10)/2 回 the first 
number. Moreover, if we choose a natural number n = (m x 100)/2 as the first number, it is not 
in the enumeration trees because it contains one or two zeros. Therefore, the number of steps for 
any natural number is at most the value for the 511 root cases plus one. 
Our approach on this study mainly uses the enumeration of sequences by 七he computer. This 

approach will possibly be applicable to other integer sequences. Our program and its outputs 
(hugeり are available on 出e Web h七七p://caster.cs.inf.shizuoka.ac.jp/-sakuta/TTSS/.
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